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 all set, now you can download xforce keygen 65-bit on your mobile and desktop by using xforce keygen 75-bit crack.Q: Out of
range Exception in my long range filtering script I have an Excel script that fetches the data from a.csv file. The problem is that

there is a part of the script that is having some trouble. The basic idea is that I filter the.csv file by date range. I run the data
through a database function to group all the data into a group called "Blogg". This way the data is easier to search. I have 2

ranges, one to select what dates are included and another to select which bloggs are included. I get an out of range exception
when the script tries to run through the second range. The problem only occurs when the date range includes a value that is

stored in a date column in the.csv file. It works fine if the date is stored as an integer like 20/03/2016 or it works fine if the date
is stored as a string like "2016/03/20". If it is a mixture of the two, it gives me an out of range exception. I have been able to

narrow the problem down to the SQL query that is causing it. It only happens when the query is executed on a value like
"2016/03/20". I have been able to get around this by changing it to "2015/03/20" or "2016-3-20" or "2016-03-20" instead. This

is my code. If you have a better idea of how to do what I am doing, I would love to hear. Option Explicit Dim vrtReport As
ListObject Dim wsRawData As Worksheet Dim wsRawData_Copy As Worksheet Dim wsReports As Worksheet Dim

rngRawData As Range Dim rngReport As Range 'Set the path of the raw data file Set wsRawData =
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Raw Data") 'Set the path of the raw data workbook Set wsRawData_Copy =

ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Raw Data_Copy") 'Clear existing data from the current table
wsRawData.ListObjects("RawDataTable").Clear 'Load the raw data into the raw data table With wsRawData 82157476af
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